There are patterns under our feet! Can you find designs that repeat on a rug? Is there a pattern in the wood floor? Find as many different types of floor patterns as you can in one day.

Together, you can think about what foods float or sink in a pan of water. Does pasta float before it is cooked? How about after? What about rice? Or your favorite vegetable?

Reading books is a wonderful place to explore math together. In addition to counting objects, you can talk about where on a page a character is drawn. Or you can talk about how long it takes you to read one book verses two books.

In one family, we are often different heights. Baby brother is shorter than big sister. Mom is taller than auntie. The cat is the shortest of them all. Talk about what it is like to be different heights. What is your experience? Share how you see the world.

Dividing can be tricky. Try starting with a piece of paper. How could you create two pieces? Eight pieces? Do you have more or less paper than you had before? Why?